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THE AMERICAN FLAMMABILITY TEST FOR FABRICS
COMPARED WITH THE SEMI CIRCULAR TEST.

J•
by

p. H. Thomas and H. Wraight

", '

1., Introduction'

-f 3.' Experimental procedure

The 'number of specimens in each sample tested was usually ten.
Five of them were dried: in an oven at 1050 C for thirty minutes and left
to cool in a desiccator, and five were conditioned to be in equilibrium,
with an atmosphere at,22'11' and 57 per cent relative hurnidity., '",,'

(1 )e.e.o ....

Tests were .d.one 'on a wide range of rnateri8J.s, including -cot'ton, -;
silk rayon, wool, and paper. Their performance on the American ' '
Flammability Test was compared with that on the Semicircular Test(2) ,
and also with their vertical flame speeds The results obtained are given
in Table ,1, and Figures 1, ,2, 3 and 4. With the specimens of natural
silk; the flame, travelled up ,the specimen on the American Testin"under
4, seconds but, vias too small to burn' through the cotton thread andrthus
operate, the stopping mechanism. For this'material, therefore, ,.the time
for the flame to reach the thread was' measured, rather than the' time t'o '
burn it. The equatio~s ~~ed'to calculate v~rtical flame speed from '
the'results of the semf-cdrcukar- tests were {2)" (3),.' ,

'5J. I

V = 0'078~ , , partial spread
T

: .'

complete spre8.d'
round'serni-circle ••••• e· (2)

'., /

\ •

'vihete'Ih,s dis1;¢.nce .of' spree,d ,:in em
'T ;fs time in sees '

"Vis'\rertic.\al flame sp,eed' inc;;Vsec,
" ..

"

4 • ' ••.• "j ..
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Discussion

~.1. Effect of conditioning

With all the ~ecime~s tested except natural si~ B, chart paper,
and, wool cotton 20/80, it was found that the oven-dr-Ied samples burnt
more quickly than the conditioned ones, as might be expected. The.
effect of oven-drying varies wide1y from one material to another in an
eppar-cnb.ly haphazard menner.,

4·.. 2.. Ccnmarison of tests

Tho relation between the time taken by materials 'on the American
Test and the t'ime' to burn right r ound the semicircular frame test is
shown in Figure 1'. The results show that there' is an approximately
linear relation between the time taken on the t~9 tests for this class
of materials. '

It is possible to US~,; equation(1) to calculate vertical flame 'speed
from the results of the American Test. The method. is descrfbed in' ' .
the Appendix and' the' relatIon obtained is

'. . .', .
.' .- v =96

, TA~

where V is vertical flame speed in .cnVsec•.
TA'time of spread in American Test in sees.

If this aquation is cOlTIpar~d with equation (2 ) it is seen
should be an approximate proporti,onality between TA. and TS

that'th~re

, .
~ .:. '". I' ....

, "

••••••

This re lation is .drawn· in Figure ,1 and . it is seen to give a satisfactory
correlation. Figure 2 shows the relation between observed and calculated
vertical flame speeds fpr tl).e semicircular test, Figure,) a similar .
relation baaed on equation (3) for the American Test, and Figure 4 the
relation between the two calculated vertical flame apeeda for the two
tests.

From F~gures 2 and ) it is seen that eight of the reaul ts wi~h the' ,
semicircular test and eleven of the reai Lbs with the American Test
are more than')O per. cent too high. TrIo of .the se eleven are for'the
silks. in which the time to reach the thread Vias measured instead of the
time .toburn the thread., .. This'it is',clear unde rea't imaties the time in
relation to other fabrics thus overestimating. the vertical ,flame, speed,
but the neCessity for this approximation is a feature 'of the apparatus.
and the discrepancy mu~t be counted as a bad feature of the ;Amer~can
Test..

-~. I

.,Apart from the results for natural silk. it. issecn from Figure 4
that the two tests give results more like' each other than in either of
the vertiCal flame speed measurements. That this is pa.rt~ due to
the use of an empirical equation derived for the test being modified
for use with the othe~"does no~ detract from this view.

Fromcquatiori.: (3) it 'Vlo~ld :follow that the American Test is failed
by those materials which have a calculated vertical flams speed above
about 24 em sec-1, Except for natural silk only bhose ma'~erials whioh
~ere graded below Class V ,on.the semicircular frame test. were found to
fail the American Test by burning in less than 4 seconds.

OJ'

"
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Discussion of the American Test

,
•

When testing a 6D/40 wool-cotton fabric, it was found that application
of the pilot flame for on~ one second was insufficient to ignite the

. ..!!pecim,!,n,..but that the latter will burn up with an application of longer
duration~" 'The tirile required for the pilot flame to ignite the sample'
is 'very.critical and also will be effected by lackot' homogeneity in the
sample under test, for the flame plsya on only a f,"", square uillimetrcs of
f""ric. If the pilot flame was left in the forward position against
the sample for the duration of the test it would hard~ affeot the
performance of the more flammable materials, yet would give the others a
chance to burn-up, In practice a fabrio is like~ to be ignited by
sources considerab~ larger than the pilot flame used in this test.

~he time taken for the specimen to burn up to the top depends,
part~ on the time tJ;1at elapses before1;he flame penetrates through the
material to the underside, when t',is happens the specimen burns up both
sides at a faster rate. For the 60/40 wool-cotton mixtures it was
found that half the specimens' burnt up on' the top side only , i.e. the
flame did not penetrate the fabric. The other specimens were'penetrated
after a few seconds and then burnt up on both sides, the times for the

. latter were much shorter.

, ".

.~ ..

.' ~':'::

," . .
A similar bebavaourwas observed 'withcellulosenitrate 'film;"

exposed and processed. It failed the' test 'if the emsulsion .coated '.
side faced the pilot flame, but if the other side faced.' the pilot fliune

. there 'was a delay of some seconds before the flame penetrated the' film; .
which' then passed the test. This difficulty could probab~ be avoided
if· all specimens were. ignited at the bottom edge. Thc titm for flame
penetration in this test was fairly repeatable for. some materials but
not for :·.others,· and ~ t maybe .affected 'by local variations in the weave.
of the fabric and the fibres' themselves.

, ' The' burning' of' materials. which give only a small. flame may be
insufficient to readily burn the cotton thread c'ontr,olling the end part'

." of" th!, to'st. 'i'his. was observed with the natural I;lilks.
j. ',;~

.', .
.', .

4.4. ' Conclusions . .'

. ' .

..., .

1 '."

It' appears 'that:"all except the most .hazardous . j!18.terials· pass the
.. :standard'at·present··asBociated with' the American Test,. t ,e, those which .....

" 'fall below Class'V on the semicircular frame test. Ttle two tests, ,..: ':,',:"':
:give, in· genorad similar results and would appear to be measuring" .' ".):;r.. )
assentialJ,y the. same p)wsical properties of fabrics.•:.. ' ; There'· are,. . .. ;." "" .

. ,.. (·howeve:r".:certain f'abrd.cs which give anomalous reeurt a with the American" '.' ." '.'
Test,. though for some' materials e.g. ·muslin, the result is better than' .''':'.,
that for the se)liicircular'test. . ".',.. . . . "." . :":" .;;
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,T,9.ble'1

,', 'Resui'-fs 'of· tests'
"'1 •

~ • " '.. I . • ~ . :' .'

I. -,

• r••

.~

;, I

.:

• J ,

, -~ .. .. ' ~ .

Mat'erial .

I
! Natural Silk A
: Natural Silk B
I Ra,yon Net
I
I Rayon
i
f

I Muslin
I,

I' Newsprint
Chart Paper

1'~;5" '15-2 1'" 4';2:1·: II '····16.7 ';11~:5 3·5 3.9'·j 24. 6
:. 1;,38 17.1 I 6.0 II; 15·0 9·2 4·0 3·8· 125.2
1"·+.85 53·5(21 in)! 48·0 ibelOl? ~ '31·0 32·0 2·8 3-8 \25·2I I! v l i j
! 2·95 :1:" 1 73 l be Low i 19·7: 8-5 3·6 5·0 j19. 2

3-43 "54·.b~l~" ; 27"0 \15-0:, 3-0 4-6 20"8

'5·62 it I 91' .'. ~.! '1'5·'9114-3 '16.0 7-1,13·5
I: 5-93,·0 80· below! 18·0 ! 17·0 ! 5·0 4·6 120·8I " ,.,., ,v I .. , I I

1

1
; ~~::~~ ; 'I ~:~:;,. .:: I· ~~~ ~ ~~:r I· ~:~ n~t I~~:~
, Thm Brown Paper j 8·80 II 127 V 11·3 j 10·8<· 6:,5.. 7.6 '112·6IMisson 1 6·48 II 1151 j' IV 9·5 : 12,·'2 5·4 j 8-1 :11·8

Ii~ . .. ....' ~:~ ::~6~· I~'! i:~ ~:~ ~:~ 11~:6 i ~:6
,: Wool Cotton 60/40 12·50' 30.5 72 . j"III i 5·6 j 5·9 .25· l45 .13-8
.CottonC ,. 12·50 D.305(21:in) '201 I IV;, 7-016.40 12-0\1,13-2 7-2
! Winceyette J. .., 13.30' il 194 IV.i 7.2: 5.0 13-3 . 13·a. 1 7.0
j Winceyette B. ,,', 13032 49-5 263 III" 'j' 5-1 t 2-7" 13·1 1.1507 i 601
I Cartridge Paper , 13-66 49 153 ' III,,' 7 2 1 6-6 13· 3 22·.3 4·3
! Wool Cotton Uixttire' 13. 8,3, .)3.5(.2.',1' :in)1 27? I III ;.5.0 !t' 5·4 30 27 '" 3·6
: 20/80 - I '1

; Thick Brown Paper 14·95 II 230 'jIII j 6·0 i 5·7 14·3' 14~9' I 6-4
: CottonD.,<.' , 15·58' 'II 1240 i :fII" 5-8 ~ 500 13.4 14-0: 6-8
1 Lambsp'un"Rayon .. '1.6·08 37·-59:, '150 III 5~3! ,'4-9 17-5.127-0! 3·6
~ Wool ,19.00 .. 26.5'" '55','!"III!; 5-2:, 3-,0 20- !26-0 i 3-7
! NitF~t~ f.ilni.ExP.,9s~d! Emuls,ion ·uppenno~t .. ~: 1 .,J';, :.. ~ 3·5 i
. and' Developed - 'Y-:~:'; ttl .. '. ~oVlnw:~~:,:,; ,'; , .. " : 27,1-4 :21~:ilf .1 11-6 '27-1

., .' ..' .' ~', .:. :-

All results for tests other than the,ovan-dried specimens in .,American
Test are for specimens conditioned at 22ec and. 57 per cent humidity.



APPENDIX

Relation between Semi-circular Test and American Test

i. In equation(1)D/T is the mean vel?city of spread up to the point D.

Hence equation (1) becomes

v =0·078 D3/2 V

where V =D/T.

•••••• (1A)

Since this is valid-for a variety of materials spreading different
distances around the semi-circle it follo..-Is that the variation of the
velocity Vx at a point "x" on the Isemi-circle is the same for different
materials. A convenient equation to assume for this variation is

V =Ax -
Xn .. " .. " (2A)

where A is a constant for any one material. The fact that this implies
an infinite starting velocity can be disregarded as a small correction
to the origin of "x" will meet this difficulty viithout making: significant
difference to the following argument. The equation also postulates a
finite velocity just before the cessation of flame spread. This again
is disregarded.

:B'rom equation (2A) we have

?c"" rh.. = A
- cU:

z, X~= A---t '(\t-I

."..".. (3A)

Now x/t is the mean velocity of spread Vx up to the point "x'' so that
from (2A) and (3A)

Vx = (f\H)A = (ntl) Vx
Xn ..... "

The above argument on the similarity of behaviour of different materials
also implies that equation (1A) can be written

V1 = 0'078 //z. "'x ••...• (5A)

Hence fran (4A) and

(6A)." " " ."

round the semi-circle
a point where the

gv
Vx = 5 ~A

0'07? x 2-

I~ x is put equal to 13'3 em (5·25-in.) the distance
to reach a slope of 45 0 we get the local velocity at
slope is 450 as

Equation (211) is therefore satisfied if n = 3/2.
(5A)

V45 =2
9'45

If the distance of spread along the incline in the American Test is taken
as 10 om (4 in.) it follows that

,-. V= .22
TA

Where TA is the time of spread in the American Test.

•••••• (7A)

ERR
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